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misandry 
mɪˈsandri 
noun 
dislike of, contempt for, or 
ingrained prejudice against 
men (i.e. the male sex). 

misogyny 
mɪˈsɒdʒ(ə)ni 
noun 
dislike of, contempt for, or 
ingrained prejudice against 
women. 
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So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month 
a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and 
we are the directors. 
 
April – Big Leg 
May – Checkpoint 
 
We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will 
provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please 
remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date. 
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R.O.T.T. Will there be another? 
 

Are you interested in this event?.  If so please register your interest at 
http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/ 

What is it?. – Go to http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/ or ask Strapon or Toed 
We need to know how many are interested  so we can decide if we have another. 
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CH3 – News – Events 
CH3 Run 2053, Sunday 4th Feb 2018 

The George, Babraham, CB22 3AG1 

http://www.thegeorgeinnbabraham.co.uk/ 

 
Hares: It’ll Come off & The Earl of Pampisford 

Virgins: 02 

Visitor: Tie Me Up Buttercup from the Osan Bulgogi H3 Hash, South Korea (!) 
https://koreahash.wordpress.com/obh3/ 

The Words 

Well, here I am again, unaccustomed as I am to writing up anything of gravitas, substance or 
interest, but as you’re reading the written equivalent of road kill (in a bus stop in the rain) I can only 
wonder at what the hell you do with the rest of your week to read this rather than a local take away 
menu?..............oh well, he who laughs last, doesn’t get the joke. 

So, its been a couple of years since we ran from the lovely old George Pub, described on their 
website as “The George Inn is an 18th-century inn in the beautiful village of Babraham near 
Cambridge. The present building dates from 1764 and was originally a Coaching Inn. The George 
opened as a Public House in 1778. (which explains the height of the pub, door frames and 
concussion inducing beams….). 

….and they go on “ A family run business under new management from summer 2016, The George 
will provide you a warm welcome, comfortable surroundings and delicious home cooked food“. Yup, 
ok, the hash is listening, but as I saw with considerable dismay, it was another bloody Greene King 
                                                        
1 Well, Allegedly that’s the postcode – it’s difficult to tell on the edge of the fens when the postcode sent me to 
Penrith….. 
2 Yup, No virgins in Babraham 😊 
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Hole, and its well known that their beer is basically nasty 
brown chemical piss (in my opinion3). That said, I was delighted 
to see that they’d got Timothy Taylors landlord on, so that 
saved me going home in a huff…… 
 
So, it was early February and really quite bitingly cold, the first 
sliver of sun may have hinted at some warmth, but this was 
soon to be replaced with a slate grey sky and a lazy wind that 
didn’t bother going around you, but scythed through, a bit like 
an insurance claims section of a County Council rejecting a 
valid claim for severe pothole damage to a car4 
 
Anyway, The Earl knows a thing or two about a trail, and while the venerable It’ll Come Off may 
appear to be a padwan apprentice in comparison, she at least has the decency to volunteer laying a 
trail, which as we all know requires immense effort, time and commitment to do. So, no-one is 
going to have a crack at the hares are they? Or do the hash want to remain in the misogynistic dark 
ages of the 1970’s where it was ok to do that sort of shit and was socially acceptable along with 
casual violence, inbred racism and Neanderthal levels of sexism and Catholic Priests corrupting 
countless young boys? 
 
So, the young & sprightly CH3 hash, with its many new and vibrant members who are all 
congratulated repeatedly and thanked profusely for laying trails collected……………no, wait, sorry. 
My mistake, it was the same familiar faces that arrived with an average age of about 53 according 
to the clientele and that was only because Orion was there – otherwise the average age may have 
been about 71, arrived. 

So who was there?, well, let’s see Slaphead, Googly, Kermit, Sox & Horny, Bastard, Benghazi, 
Pedro, Double Top, Big Leg, Oooh La La, Posh, Jonah Dick, Frasier, Taxi, Big Swinger, While You’re 
Down There, Shamcock & U-Bend, Debonaire, Toed & Computer, Jetstream & Unmentionable + 
Lady Slipstream, the welcome return of Deepshit, Legover, visitor Tie Me Up Buttercup from the 
Osan Bulgogi H3 Hash, South Korea and fellow new Americans Sweet Transvestite & Goldie Twat & 
the 3 Hares + one of their hounds, either Red Rocket or YUM (You Ungrateful Motherf*****r), 
Muff Diver, Checkpoint, Haven’t Got One & Orion. 

The trail was very well marked in limpet sawdust5 and didn’t follow any well-known discernible 
route that anyone was aware of.   

Now, what can you say about a trail that hasn’t been said by anyone before? I’ll say this to you – 
absolutely nothing.  

As you’re aware, we now have these spangly Garmin thingies, so the route looked like this; 

                                                        
3 This is the opinion of the writer and not of CH3 who basically have no control over Big Blouse or any of the appalling 
libellous bollocks he goes on and on and on about ad infinitum……………………(Nurse, the screens….) 
4 Not that the A.505 pothole/bomb crater demolished my alloy &shredded my tyre on 22nd Jan 2018 at 5.05pm on the 
North Bound Inner lane of a supposed ‘maintained’ “A” Road, and rejected a valid claim, or that I’m bitter about those 
unfeeling c*** at Herts County Council, damn their eyes. 
5 Limpet sawdust - Cracking stuff, whatever it was, the wind was blowing a hoolie and the dust stayed firm, and by God 
there was lots of it everywhere- especially on the turnbacks and I should know because I ran 98% of the bloody things 
☹  
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 It was a lovely trail at 5.41 miles was hard and only marred by the fact it was February and the 
weather was about as welcome as a 1970’s radio 1 DJ in a junior school……………… but also lightened 
by a smashing beer stop that had a wonderful array of cakes (!) including lemon drizzle………which 
kind of matched the last 500m when it began to p*** down heavily 

There were a few trail surprises that kept us guessing, but ultimately, the hares had done a brilliant 
job in challenging conditions – thank you! 

Down Downs were awarded as follows; 

Shamcock to The Hares – It’ll Come off & The Earl of Pampisford – with thanks 😊 

Big Swinger gave a DD to Jonah Dick for running the full length of an immense turn back, and we 
found out he knew the trail anyway (WTF??, why did he do that??) 

Big Leg (Esteemed RA) then took the circle and the DD was up for the “visually challenged” 
apparently. Votes were requested from the hash for the cardinal sins of 1) Double Top as she could 
tell the difference between Googly and Tie Me Down Buttercup from a distance (just how much of 
a distance FFS??) and 2) Big Blouse for misreading a menu in the pub that appeared to state “Eggs 
& Gourmet chips - £18.95” which I thought was f****** expensive, only for Taxi to point out there 
was a line above it that read “ 14oz T Bone steak, mushrooms, grilled tomatoes and ……………” . 
Anyway, the DD went to DT for being more myopic than a Blouse……. And the Hash voted and 
they’re completely impartial, right? 

 

Big Leg – gave another DD to Double Top for “breaking the Hashit mini toilet”, no, I’ve no idea and 
was too terrified to ask and even DT looked a little baffled but didn’t dare question the RA. 
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Big Leg – gave a DD to Sweet Transvestite for allowing Red Rocket or YUM to crap on the trail (a 
charge he flatly denied……..) 

Horny was dragged in for a variety of sins at Run 2051 at the Cock at Broom, including 1) stating his 
car had been nicked (?) when in fact Sox had seized the initiative and move the car closer to the 
pub and 2) Offering a subs cheque of £50 (!)when we all know its £8,000 per year. 

And finally the circle was thrown open for anyone with a charge and Kermit summoned Taxi forth 
for the carnal sin of having a mass wardrobe malfunction and accidentally packing sandals (in 
bloody February??) and wearing them in the circle, with socks. In Kermit’s defence people have 
been beheaded for less, so it’s a fair cop. 

Good trail, nice (if cold) day, a beer stop and a good pub with nice beer – what else do you need, 
thank you hares. 

On On 

Big Blouse                                                                                      

 
RA’s Warning!! 
Was it you that was heard moaning about the weather during light precipitation at the 
excellent Beer and Cake stop….hmmmmm …. You have been warned ……. 

 
 
 

  
OMG!! The RA nearly swallowed a virgin!!!! 
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Wow – Look everyone – we’ve got our own ‘Found 
Poem’ (With apologies to Dave Gorman) 
 
Kelly McCarthy 
4 February at 20:56 · Sawston 
So a bit strange, and probably completely innocent, but a gentleman (probs mid 50’s) walked down the dog 
walking path on the field behind the back of Stanley Webb close yesterday depositing piles of what I think is 
sawdust. My other half walked down the path as we thought it was a bit odd, and came across this... Does 
anyone have any idea what this could be? Or any reasoning why?? Tia 
 

                                                                                
                                                                                                                                         (Mid 50’s??)  
           
Kathryn Duniga Crop circles... 
Eva Land Trees maybe xx 
Ruth olk He’s probably organising a run... we often see Marshall’s putting down trails of flour. 
Holly Julieanne Summoning the devil 
Eva Land Wrong pattern 
Peter Neville Not in sawston 
Michelle Williams All through Babraham when i was out running this morning and along Rowley lane too! 
Daniel Butler Maybe thats where he buried the treasure 🤔 
Lee Saunders marking sightings of elastic bands 
Robert Lindsay Or shards of glass! 
Natalie Enright I saw a guy leaving piles of sawdust when walking the dog this morning and he explained it was 
for the Hash House Harriers run from The George today. He was also setting up some false trails so it looks like 
you found the end of one of these! 
John Hicks I saw those piles of sawdust too on the cycleway! Strange and I was intrigued! Let me know if you find 
out. 
Sharon Cootes Not somebodies ashes then?!?!? X 
Dan Foord Did he have a wooden leg and an eye patch? 
John Lloyd Running clubs use coloured (and biodegradable) powder to mark out routes; my guess is this is 
something along those lines. They usually put down little piles of it rather than crosses like that, though. 
Liz Baynes-Hinton They put piles of sawdust round the village here for the children to follow in a organised 
event. 
Paul Taylor the Cambridge Hash house Harriers, its a club for drinkers who like a bit of run.I was envolved many 
years ago 
Paul Taylor thats called a check point. 
Hedley Carr Vicky Kendall Carr That explains the little heaps we saw 
Sandy Morley He's found the X-Men's secret entrance. 
Steven Webb It was probably the Earl of Pampisford laying the trail for the Hash house Hariers they were 
running from the George at Babarham on Sunday morning it's a drinking club with a running problem or it might 
be the other way round either way they have a great time it's a good way to meet people and get exercise as well 
Aaron Dellar The Earl 
John Whittaker UFO beacons. 
RooWney Willard EXECUTE ORDER 66 
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Remember Horatio?????  
 
So its likely that if weren’t at the World Beer Day joint EH3 and CH3 run from the The Green 
Man at Toppesfield that this might not make a whole load of sense but a short section from Big 
Blouses excellent run write up from the day should help:- 
 
‘A further DD was issued by Big Leg to Vicky Vomit & Dr Dolittle which extended back to the early 
1990’s13 where (and for reasons that are unknown/ unclear/ unsavoury) she was given a battery 
powered clapping monkey called ‘horatio’ (you really can’t make this up can you?) and she 
returned the favour by giving it back a mere 25 years or so later.’ 
 
Subsequently Horatio writes to report he has had a good Hash trip whilst he’s been away:- 

 
 Good to see the old boy preparing for a Hash Weekend properly – 
and with a Guinness! Exactly the same as his breakfast drink on 
his first Hash adventure in Dublin 20+ years ago!!  
 
 
                                                   
                            Transylvania Halloween H3 

 

              
                  Top quality fancy Dress there Horatio! 
 

  
 
 

For the hard of sight – he’s here! 

Back at base Horatio has been happy to share sofa and 
Beer with Vicky Vomit! 
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Weather News 
 

                                                                                   
 
 

                                
                
                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Good to see the Wrong Keys will 
stop at nothing to get to the pub 
on a Wednesday!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

RA’s Warning 
Was it you that forced me to party 
in a wardrobe?  

RA’s warning 
Did you push my head out of the 
Hash Minibus so that I puked over 
the oncoming Police Car? 

AHHHHHHHH….. Retribution is 
Sweet (Attributed to the 

illustrious RA – who of course 
couldn’t possibly comment !!!) 
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Matters Outstanding:-  (of an Educational Nature) 
Membrum Virale -  ‘male member’ / penis – Oxford English Dictionary – as requested by GM 
Clunge Monkey – ‘someone who likes to delve in the vagina area for extended periods’ – 
Urban Dictionary – as requested by Kermit                                    
 

Harriet’s wot do Stuff!! 
 

  
 
                                                                                                                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM’s cleavage generates considerable 
interest!!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Some concerns were 
raised that there wasn’t 
enough Gin for Harriet’s 

Wot Gin!! 

After a successful 
Harriet’s wot Bowl at 

which (importantly) the 
RA’s team WON!! DT 

discovers that something 
rather worrying has 

happened to her new car!! 
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Run No: 2049  

Date: 07-Jan-2018  

Venue: Green Man, Colne  

Hares:  Pedro &   
Scribe: Toed Bedsores  

v   

He retires Early with his phone, Everyone says he is a child, needing instant gratification.  

Michael Wolff tells the inside story of our G.M.s domesticity. Maybe he should consider checking out 
Google’s Search Inside Yourself  

“As technology pushes us faster, we have to adapt to new ways of doing hashing in this new millennium,” 
says Mark Tauber, senior vice president and publisher at HarperOne. “We believe that Meng’s book lays 
the groundwork for a new national conversation about hashing and what hashing means to us.”  

In otherwords, turn your ‘phone off – or put it in airplane mode at night.  

So now you know why I am having to do this write up.  

So there we all were, outside the Green Man, like reptiles trying to find a spot in the sun to thaw out, apart 
from the Grand Mattress, who was on her way to Littleport.  

G.M. Trump Hold it for me, called the circle to some sort of order, and off we set into the cold muddy fens. 
We ran along tracks with such names as Long Drove, Back Drove and round lakes called Holme, with more 
droves through them. Plenty of shiggy and cold winds, on a well laid trail.  

Back at the pub we were able to warm ourselves, and get in a pint or two, before the circle. By now the 
Grand mattress had followed the dust and made her way to Colne. Why is it that whenever a woman is 
involved in a mistake, it is always a man’s fault?. Apparently Slaphead, despite being absent, was 
responsible for Big Swinger going to the wrong location.  

Down downs were awarded to the Hare, and Visitors. Just Steve got one for saving a child. Chimp for some 
toilet function she performed for the R.A.. Horney, Schoolboys dream and Kermit (not sure what for, but 
does it matter.)   

On On  

Toed   

 

       



Runs for April 2018
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)        Latest details www.ch3.co.uk  	               Hare raiser it`ll come off
Run No. 2061: 01-Apr-2018
Blind Fiddler, Anstey, SG9 0BW
Hares Klinger & Klingon
 
Run No. 2062: 08-Apr-2018
Plough, Little Downham, CB6 2SX
Hares Muff Diver & Hangover Blues
 
Run No. 2063: 15-Apr-2018

Hares Legover
 
Run No. 2064: 22-Apr-2018
Black Bull, Brampton, PE28 4PF
Hares Slaphead & it`ll come off
 
Run No. 2065: 29-Apr-2018

Hares Blowback & Little Blow
 

Grand Master  -  Hold It For Me
Grand Mattress  -  Big Swinger
Joint Master  -  Haven`t Got One & Antar
Joint Mattresses  -  Sox Maniac & Calamity
Religious Advisor  -  Big Leg
Hare Raiser  -  it`ll come off
Edit Hare  -  Toed Bedsores
Web Master  -  El Rave
Hash Cash  -  While Your Down There

Hash Stats  -  Pedro
Beer Master  -  Benghazi
Song Master  -  Shamcock
Haberdash  -  Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn  -  Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash  -  Paparazzi & Pedro
Social Secretary  -  Double Top

ch3.co.uk




